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What is DFIP
token
The DFIP token is the central connecting
element in the DeFi Insurance ecosystem.
Through DFIP, users can purchase
insurance products built on the DeFi
Insurance Protocol. Any client can
purchase insurance at a discount for
DFIP tokens.
Also, DFIP holders get a unique
opportunity to become a jury and earn on
voting on insurance payments. Each
request for an insurance payment is
moderated through the pool of holders.
Each DFIP holder receives a voting
commission proportional to the number
of tokens in his wallet.
In addition, any holder of DFIP> 50,000 is
given the opportunity to earn on staking
ETH and DFIP in insurance liquidity pools.
The holder will receive 70% of the
commission received by the smart
contract for the provision of the
insurance product.
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Providing the following information we would
like to introduce a comprehensive and
transparent understanding about DFIP's usage
and its long-term value

Name of the Application
DFIP (DeFi Insurance Protocol)

Access Coin for Using our Software
DFIP

Symbol
DFIP

Number of Decimals
8

Blockchain
Ethereum

Nature
Utility Token

Utility
It is used to get access to DeFi Insurance
Protocol products, purchase at a discount,
participate in the jury-staking program, and
access liquidity pools with returns in ETH
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Scope
The 500,000 ETH in DeFi Insurance Protocol Pool will open
the opportunity for DFIP team to use additional DFIP for
covering costs.
These DFIP cannot be traded or transfered to OTC market.

500,000,000 DFIP tokens allocated for
Hackatons and New products on DeFi
Insurance Protocol funding

3 BILLION
DFIP tokens were issued
in total

200,000,000 DFIP tokens allocated for
team have been frozen till DeFi Insurance
Protocol pool will reach 500,000 ETH

1 BILLION
DFIP tokens were sold in
private investment round
with 0,01$ price and have
to be frozen for 12
months

800,000,000 DFIP tokens allocated
for future partnerships
500,000,000 DFIP tokens will be
used for funding Insurance liquidity
pool
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Running cost for a 3rd party
DeFi Insurance Product on our
Protocol
One of the major benefits
If any company would like to run their own
Product they need:
-

Hold 1,000,000 DFIP on their wallet
Add to the main liquidity pool 500 ETH
Proceed full independent product audit
Proceed official company documents
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Revenues shall be
used as follows:
Contigencies
10%
Legal & Corporate Structuring
10%

Project Development
40%

Marketing
40%

